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With the development of society and the progress of civilization, more and 
more attention has been paid to privacy right. In China It is not only the demand 
of the society, but also the demand of the construction of the rule of law to 
strengthen the research of privacy right protection. 
This dissertation complies with the modern tendency of privacy right 
informatization, the developmental tendency of protecting privacy right applied 
by public law, and the deepening tendency of protecting privacy right from 
macro to micro. Meanwhile adhering to combine the theory and practice, the 
dissertation underlying focuses on the public law restrictions while regulate the 
government when it deals with privacy information. Espacially, It emphasizes 
on the recognition and understanding of the relationship between the utilization 
and protection in the treatment of privacy information.Also, it involves 
realizing the protection in development, restriction and utilization as well.  
In the first Chapter, it contains three parts, respectively the connotation 
development of privacy right (from privacy to privacy information), the 
development of right in privacy right (from general right to fundamental right), 
the development of privacy right protection (from private law to public law). 
According to this chapter, it aims to make a dynamic understanding of the 
protection of the privacy right in development for laying a theoretical basis for 
the whole dissertation..  
then, starting with the analyses of the relativity of privacy right and the 
property of the public power of the government, the author recognizes the role 
of public law restriction in government’s coping with privacy information and 
analyzes the relationship between utilization and protection in the process of 















protection in the restrictions and utilization of privacy right, thus it could 
provide an argument standing for the dissertation. 
In Chapter three, setting start from the three links, i.e., collection, 
utilization and disclosure, the author grasps the concrete forms and its boundary 
of government’s treating privacy information in the depth of the level of 
practice. It defines the normal requirements in each link, trying to realize the 
protection of privacy right at a micro level and public law restrictions of 
government’s dealing with privacy information concretely. 
In Chapter four, setting out from the realistic state of the nation, the author 
analyzes the manifestations, characters and roots of infringing upon privacy 
rights in government’s treatment of it and the defect of privacy right protection 
in the process of government’s coping of privacy information in this 
informational society. It hopes to arouse people’s attention to this problem and 
highlight the importance, urgency and pertinence of the construction of relative 
law system in the process of public law restrictions in government’s coping 
with privacy information.  
In Chapter five, the author discusses the construction of public law 
restrictions in government’s coping with privacy information from the three 
levels, i.e, the lever of constitution, administrative law, procedure law. It draws 
a systematic law system, and hard to hold privacy protection in system. Thus 
providing reference to the legislation of privacy right protection, especially the 
“Personal Information Protection” that will be enacted. 
This dissertation clarifies the line of privacy right development, the three 
links of privacy right, that is, the collection, utilization and disclosure of 
privacy information. It also  explores the new features, changes and tendency 
of the protection of privacy right in information age. It puts forward some new 
concepts, like “privacy information”, “public law restriction”, “utilization and 















in restriction”, and “protecting in utilization” etc. Meanwhile, it tries to 
construct the legal system of public law restriction, hoping to make some 
enlightments to the theoretical study of privacy and the practice of Chinese rule 
of law.    
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